ECON 460a : Financial Economics, Information, Predictions

**Day / time:** M 1:30 -3:20 pm  
**Course Type:** Undergraduate  
**Course term:** Fall  
Not offered  
**Year:** 2017  
**Instructor(s):** Nicolas Lambert

Financial economics with special focus on the role of information and the use of markets as forecasting devices.

The course introduces students to the ideas and theoretical tools that economists use to understand the functioning of large markets and their design for prediction purposes. Once familiar with the key concepts, students learn to build intuition that help understand empirical facts.

Topics include choice under uncertainty, asset valuation in multi-period models, arbitrage theory, market microstructure, information aggregation, probability elicitation, prediction markets.

*Prerequisites: ECON 121, and completion of all MATH requirements of the economics major. A course covering basic probability theory such as ECON 131 or ECON 135 is recommended.*

**Semester offered:** Not offered  
**Undergrad Course Category:** Finance  
**Course Description:** Course Description

**Source URL:** [https://economics.yale.edu/courses/econ-460a-financial-economics-information-predictions](https://economics.yale.edu/courses/econ-460a-financial-economics-information-predictions)